Les Yeux Noirs (Dark Eyes)
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Scale to use when improvising: A harmonic minor
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Better = Smarter + Faster

Practice takes many shapes. The word means
different things to different people. What does it
take to get better?
The Practice of Practice will help you understand
ways of getting better more clearly. The
information will help you become a more aware
musician, a more informed teacher, and a more
effective parent of a young musician.
Whether you play Beethoven or Bach, are into
Indie pop or classic Rock, The Practice of Practice
will help you become a better musician.
The book covers 6 aspects of practice:

Written by a musician,
The Practice of Practice is a result
of 8 years of research, including
interviews with world-class
professional musicians in many
genres: jazz, singer-songwriting,
Western classical, Indian classical,
West African djembe, and others.
Jonathan Harnum, PhD, is a
multi-instrumentalist, has played
music for over 30 years, has 20
years of teaching experience, and
is the author of five books.

»W
» hat: Definitions, and what music practice does to
your brain.
»W
» hy: Motivation is crucial. Learn ways of keeping the
flame lit in this section
»W
» ho: A lot of people including yourself will
impact your practice. Learn to use them to your
advantage.
»When:
»
This section covers how much, and what times
of the day are best for practice, & more.
»Where:
»
Where you practice matters, & more.
»How:
»
The longest section of the book includes
information about goals, structuring your practice,
as well as specific techniques tested by researchers,
and specific strategies pros use to get better.

Be a better musician.
Don’t practice longer, practice smarter.
ThePracticeOfPractice.com
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